Close relationships and emotional processing predict decreased mortality in women with breast cancer: preliminary evidence.
To examine close relationships and emotional processing as predictors of breast cancer mortality. Ninety women were enrolled at 14 +/- 5 months after diagnosis of Stage II/III breast cancer. The Nottingham Prognostic Index (NPI) quantified disease severity. Cox proportional hazards analyses were used to predict mortality using standardized variables. Twenty-one subjects developed recurrent disease and 16 died during an 8-year follow-up. NPI predicted increased mortality: risk ratio (RR) = 1.60 (CI = 1.05-2.41). Decreased mortality was predicted by confiding marriage (CONF): RR = 0.31 (CI = 0.10-0.99), and number of dependable, nonhousehold supports (SUPP): RR = 0.41 (CI = 0.21-0.80). A composite measure of close relationships (standardized CONF + SUPP = SUPPCONF) had a strong protective effect: RR = 0.30 (CI = 0.13-0.69). Two emotion processing variables, acceptance of emotion and emotional distress (POMS-TOT) were found to be negatively correlated (r = -.49). Acceptance of emotion predicted decreased mortality (RR = 0.46 (CI = 0.24-0.86)) when analyzed together with emotional distress, but not separately. There was a trend for a protective effect of emotional distress: RR = 0.37 (CI = 0.12-1.09) in the same analysis. RRs for mortality in a multivariable analysis were: SUPPCONF: RR = 0.55 (CI = 0.30-1.00); acceptance of emotion: RR = 0.48 (CI = 0.25-0.91); and emotional distress: RR = 0.40 (CI = 0.14-1.19). Two aspects of close relationships--marital confiding and dependable, nonhousehold supports--were protective against breast cancer progression. Acceptance of emotion, after controlling for emotional distress, also predicted decreased mortality. Analysis of close relationships together with emotion processing variables suggested unique protective effects against mortality, but a larger study is necessary to determine whether this is the case.